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Trump, Congress continue clash
GOP left to counter brash
rhetoric on wall with
governing realities
By MIKE DEBONIS, ELISE VIEBECK
AND DAMIAN PALETTA
THE WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON — The conflict
between President Donald Trump
and Congress escalated a day after
he threatened to shut down the federal government over funding for a

U.S.-Mexico border wall and targeted opponents in Congress, aggravating tensions as a difficult legislative
agenda looms.
Trump is now at odds not only with
Democrats, who cemented their objections to funding the wall Wednesday,
but also with Republicans, who must
reconcile his brash rhetoric with the
governing realities of Congress.
House Speaker Paul Ryan, R-Wisconson, played down the prospect
of a shutdown, telling reporters
Wednesday that even if the wall de-

bate remains unresolved, Congress
probably would pass a stopgap extension of funding to prevent a lapse
when the fiscal year ends on Sept. 30.
Other lawmakers chided the president for the attacks he fired off during
a campaign-style rally in Phoenix on
Tuesday evening — including indirect references to Arizona’s two senators, Jeff Flake and John McCain.
“It’s entirely counterproductive
for the president to be picking fights
with Republican senators who he will
need for important agenda items that

they both agree on,” said Rep. Charlie
Dent, R-Pennsylvania “Does he think
that Democratic senators will be
more cooperative than John McCain
and Jeff Flake and Susan Collins? It
doesn’t seem to make any sense.”
Republicans face a litany of highstakes deadlines when they return to
Washington after Labor Day: to extend funding for government agencies, raise the nation’s borrowing
limit and reauthorize programs for
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SANTA ROSA » Former apartment residents settle substandard
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Tenants to get $2.7M
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Dems
fight to
protect
coast
Leaders urge resistance
to Trump's review of
marine sanctuaries
By CLARK MASON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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Teresa de Jesus Chavez washes dishes Wednesday in her apartment on Hendley Street in Santa Rosa. Chavez and her family were residents of the
Bennett Valley Townhomes and among the tenants who won a settlement with the property owners over living conditions.
By PAUL PAYNE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

F

ormer residents of an east Santa Rosa apartment complex who suffered years of living
with mold and vermin have agreed to settle
their lawsuit with the owners for a Sonoma County
record of $2.7 million.
The terms involving 36 ex-residents of Bennett Valley Townhomes at 4050 Hoen Ave. came
to light this week in court documents. They are
expected to become final after a Sept. 12 hearing
before Judge Rene Chouteau to determine if the
agreement is fair to the 16 children who lived
there.

Advocates said the deal brings justice to those
who endured slum conditions while also forcing
the city to look more closely at its housing stock.
“The lawsuit didn’t just help the clients. It
helped the community,” Edie Sussman, an attorney for the residents, said Wednesday. “It reorganized Santa Rosa’s code enforcement and brought
attention to the housing crisis in the county.”
Under the terms, Renaissance Housing Communities, which took ownership in 2014, will pay
$950,000, and former landlords Tadgh McSweeney and Kathleen Wood will pay $1.75 million.
They are locked in an ongoing dispute over the
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“It reorganized
Santa Rosa’s code
enforcement and
brought attention
to the housing
crisis in the
county.”

SAUSALITO — Top Democratic Party leaders, environmentalists and fishermen
Wednesday gathered here in a
show of united opposition to
President Donald Trump’s order to review and potentially
open up federal marine sanctuaries off the California coast to
new oil and gas drilling.
Legislators, including House
Democratic leader Nancy Pelosi of San Francisco, Reps. Jared Huffman, D-San Rafael, and
Rep. Jackie Speier, D-San Mateo, urged staunch resistance
to any rollback
of protections
off the coast,
which they said
would threaten
fisheries, recreation and tourism industries.
“This president wants to Jared
keep
monu- Huffman
ments to Confederate leaders and their rebellion against the United States,
but he wants to shut down public national monuments that
protect uniquely American
landscapes and oceans for future generations,” Huffman said
in front a of a standing-room
only crowd at the Bay Model visitor’s center.
President Trump in April
ordered a review of the expansions to 11 sanctuaries and
monuments, including four that
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EDIE SUSSMAN, attorney for the

residents who settled a lawsuit
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Spanish thrives despite political climate
By SIMON ROMERO
NEW YORK TIMES

ALBUQUERQUE, New Mexico —
Wander into El Super, a sprawling grocery store in the same valley where
fortune seekers on horseback laid
claim nearly four centuries ago to one
of Spain’s most remote possessions,
and the resilience of the language they
brought with them stands on display.
Reggaetón, the musical genre born in
Puerto Rico, blares from the speakers.
Shoppers mull bargains in the accents
of northern Mexico. A carnicería offers meat, a panadería bread, a salchichonería cold cuts, and there’s also a
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tortillería — that one’s self-explanatory
for many who never even studied the
language of Cervantes.
“Everything I need here is in Spanish,”
said Vanessa Quezada, 23, an immigrant
from the Mexican state of Chihuahua,
gesturing toward the branch of the First
Convenience Bank, where tellers greet
people with a smile and “Buenas tardes.”
Indeed, the United States is emerging
as a vast laboratory showcasing the remarkable endurance of Spanish, no matter the political climate.
Drawing on a critical mass of native
speakers, the United States now has by
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ADRIA MALCOLM / NEW YORK TIMES

At Carnitas Porky’s, a restaurant in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, the menu is listed in Spanish.
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